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Abstract. Heat conduction is investigated on three levels: equilibrium, Fourier, and Cattaneo. The
Fourier level is either the point of departure for investigating the approach to equilibrium or the
final stage in the investigation of the approach from the Cattaneo level. Both investigations bring
to the Fourier level an entropy and a thermodynamics. In the absence of external and internal
influences preventing the approach to equilibrium the entropy that arises in the latter investigation
is the production of the classical entropy that arises in the former investigation. If the approach
to equilibrium is prevented, then the entropy that arises in the investigation of the approach
from the Cattaneo level to the Fourier level still brings to the Fourier level the entropy and the
thermodynamics even if the classical entropy and the classical thermodynamics is absent. We also
note that vanishing total entropy production as a characterization of equilibrium state is insufficient.
1. Introduction
Macroscopic systems that are free from external forces and from external and internal constraints reach
states, called equilibrium states, at which their behavior is found to be well described by the classical
equilibrium thermodynamics (ET). This is the experimental observation on which ET stands. For one
component macroscopic systems, the variables parametrizing the equilibrium states are: the volume
V , the number of moles N , and the energy E. A more detailed investigation of the time evolution
bringing the macroscopic systems to the equilibrium states (i.e. a more detailed investigation of the
process of preparation of macroscopic systems for ET) reveals that the time evolution describing it is
driven by a potential. This potential, if evaluated at the asymptotically reached equilibrium states,
becomes the equilibrium entropy S(ET ). The preparation process thus plays two roles: (i) it brings
the macroscopic systems to equilibrium states where ET is applicable, (ii) and it also determines
the fundamental thermodynamic relation S(ET ) = S(ET )(V,N,E) in which the individual nature of
macroscopic systems is expressed in ET. Formally, we represent the process of preparing macroscopic
systems to ET by the diagram
M
ET (1)
whereM represents the mesoscopic theory on which the preparation process is observed. The dynamics
involved in (1) will be called reducing dynamics.
Let us now consider two mesoscopic theories:M and m. Both are assumed to be well established
and the mesoscopic theory m is more macroscopic than M . We say that m is more macroscopic (or
equivalently less microscopic) than M if some details seen in M are not seen in m. We say that a
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mesoscopic theory is well established if its consequences agree with experimental observations from
which the theory sprang out. For example, we can think of M as being the kinetic theory and m as
fluid mechanics. Note that the experimental observations on whichM is based are different from those
on which m is based. Since both M and m are well established, it must be possible to prepare the
macroscopic systems for the mesoscopic theory m. The preparation process (the reducing dynamics)
M
m (2)
has to be seen in M . If the reducing dynamics (2) is driven by a potential (similarly as the reducing
dynamics (1) is) then we can suggest to interpret the potential as an (M → m)-entropy. If evaluated at
the asymptotically reached state it becomes a fundamental thermodynamic relation in m determined
by (2).
Next, we consider three well established theoriesM,m and ET and investigate relations depicted
in the diagram
M
m
ET (3)
In the illustration that is worked out below we consider ET to be the equilibrium, M the Cattaneo,
and m the Fourier theories of heat conduction.
2. Equilibrium theory: ET
We limit ourselves to processes in which the volume V and the number of moles N remain unchanged.
Hereafter, we therefore omit V and N and consider only the energy E as the state variable in ET.
The fundamental thermodynamic relation in ET is
S(ET ) = S(ET )(E) (4)
We call hereafter the quantity S(ET ) an ET-entropy and the function S(ET )(E) an “ET ” a fundamental
thermodynamic relation.
We also introduce an “ET ” thermodynamic potential
Φ(ET )(E,E∗) = −S(ET )(E) + E∗E. (5)
The time evolution describing the process occurring in the contact with a thermal bath with the
inverse temperature E∗ is generated by
E˙ = −Λ(ET )Φ
(ET )
E (6)
where the dot denotes the time derivative, Φ
(ET )
E =
∂Φ(ET )
∂E
, and Λ(ET ) > 0 is a parameter. The
Lyapunov theorem (Φ(ET ) serves as the Lyapunov function) implies that E → E(ET ) as t → ∞,
where E(ET )(E∗) is the energy E at which Φ(ET ) reaches its minimum, i.e. E(ET )(E∗) is a solution
of Φ
(ET )
E = 0. The new entropy after the equilibration process with the thermal bath is completed is
the Legendre transformation S∗(ET )(E∗) = Φ(ET )(E(ET )(E∗), E∗) of the entropy S(ET )(E).
Note that this level of description, referred to as equilibrium theory, is the only level in this article
where the system is not closed (and interactions with the surroundings is considered). As a result,
energy of the system is not conserved. The choice of the evolution equation (6) can be understood via
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the Lyapunov theorem as the system is guaranteed1 to evolve towards the equilibrium characterised
by the minimal energy E(ET ).
3. Fourier theory: m → ET
Now we turn to the Fourier theory “m”. There is only one state variable in the Fourier theory. It is the
field of the internal energy e(r); r ∈ R3 is the position vector. The state space in m will be denoted
by U (m) (i.e. e(r) ∈ U (m)).
The time evolution of e(r) (i.e. the time evolution in the reducing dynamics (1) in which the
level M is replaced by the level m) is governed by
∂e
∂t
= −∇ · (Λ(m)∇e∗) (7)
We explain the meaning of the symbols introduced in (7).
By e∗(r) we denote a state variable that is conjugate to e(r). We define it as follows. We introduce
first
s(m) : U (m) → R (8)
called a m-entropy. We assume that s(m) is a sufficiently regular and concave function. We shall
call s(m)(r) = s(m)(e; r) introduced in (8) a “m” thermodynamic relation similarly as we call (4)
S(ET ) = S(ET )(E) a “ET ” fundamental thermodynamic relation. The conjugate state variable e∗(r)
is introduced as e∗(r) = s
(m)
e(r), where we use the notation e
∗(r) = s
(m)
e(r) =
δs(m)
δe(r) , with δ.../δ... an
appropriate functional derivative. The symbol ∇ stands for ∂/∂r. By Λ(m)(e(r)) we denote a positive
definite operator. Hereafter, we shall use the summation convention: ∇ · (Λ(m)∇e∗) = ∂i(Λ
(m)
ik ∂ke
∗) =∑3
i=1
∑3
k=1 ∂i(Λ
(m)
ik ∂ke
∗), where ∂i = ∂/∂ri; i = 1, 2, 3
3.1. Properties of solutions to Eq.(7)
We make a few observations about solutions to (7). First, we note that
E˙ = 0 (9)
(where dot means the time derivative and E =
∫
dre(r)) provided the boundary conditions are
chosen (in accordance with the assumption of the absence of external influences) in such a way that
the integrals over the boundary equal zero. Therefore the ET level corresponding to the reduction of
the Fourier m level that is compliant with the Fourier evolution equation (7) is the fixed equilibrium
E(ET ) with the fundamental thermodynamic relation S(ET ) = S(ET )(E(ET )).
The second observation is about the time evolution of the m-level entropy s(m). We note that
S˙(m) > 0 (10)
where S(m) =
∫
drs(m)(e; r). Indeed, S˙(m) = −
∫
dre∗∇ · (Λ(m)∇e∗) =
∫
dr(∇ǫ∗) · Λ(m)(∇e∗) ≥ 0
due to the assumption that Λ(m) is a positive definite operator. The entropy production is thus being
equal to S˙(m) as there is no entropy flux at the boundary assumed, and on the m-level it is thus∫
dr(∇ǫ∗) · Λ(m)(∇e∗) > 0.
With an introduction of a “m”-thermodynamic potential
Φ(m)(E∗) =
∫
drφ(m)(r;E∗)
where
φ(m)(r;E∗) = −s(m)(e; r) + E∗e(r) (11)
1Lyapunov theorem rigorously applies only to dynamical systems of finite dimension and further it needs to be shown
that Φ(ET )(E(ET )) = 0 and Φ(ET )(E) > 0 otherwise. The former requirement corresponds to the above observation that
the equilibrium energy E(ET )is the Legendre transformation of the entropy S(ET )(E). The latter condition represents
the observation that the fundamental thermodynamic potential is extremal in equilibrium.
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the above two observations (9) and (10) then imply
Φ˙(m) < 0. (12)
(i) The approach to equilibrium
The asymptotic , t→∞, solutions to (7), denoted e(ET )(r;E∗), are minima of Φ(m) (i.e. solutions
to Φ
(m)
e(r) = 0 ). Indeed, the m-level thermodynamic potential Φ
(m) plays the role of the Lyapunov
function for the t→∞ approach to the equilibrium states e(ET )(r;E∗) 2.
(ii) The “ET” fundamental thermodynamic relation (4) implied by the “m” fundamental ther-
modynamic relation (8)
The approach to equilibrium E(ET ) from levelm should be compliant with the ET description, i.e.
Φ(m)(E∗) = Φ(ET )(E∗), where Φ(ET )(E∗) is the Legendre transformation of S(ET )(E) and similarly
Φ(m)(E∗) is the Legendre transformation of s(m)(e). Then
−S(ET )(E) + E∗E|E=E(ET )(E∗) = Φ
(ET )(E∗) = Φ(m)(E∗) = −
∫
drs(m)(e(ET )(E∗, r); r) + E∗E,
and we see that E∗ introduced in (11 is the conjugate variable to E on the level ET (i.e. E∗ =
SE), equilibrium variables from the two levels satisfy the following correspondence E
(ET ) = E =∫
dre(r)|e=e(ET ) =
∫
dre(ET )(r;E∗), and entropies are related as S(ET )(E∗) = S(m)(e(ET )(r;E∗); r) =∫
drs(m)(e(ET )(E∗, r); r).
We also note that that if we choose the m-entropy s(m)(e(r)) to be pointwise (in energy e) the
same function as S(ET )(E) (the so called local equilibrium assumption) then S(ET ) = S(ET )(E) is the
“ET ” fundamental thermodynamic relation implied by the “m” fundamental thermodynamic relation.
Note also that it is possible to construct a “Lyapunov potential” Φ(e)− 〈Φe|e0 , (e − e0)〉 which
leads to a non-equilibrium steady state (energy density field e0), see [11].
Finally, we note that the Fourier equation (7) can also be written in the form
∂e
∂t
= ∇ · (Λ(m)∇Φ(m)e ) (13)
with the “m” thermodynamic potential Φ(m) given in (11).
3.2. Generalized Fourier theory: m→ ET
Still another way to write the Fourier time evolution equation (7) is
∂e
∂t
= Ψ
(m)
e∗(r) (14)
where Ψ(m) = 12
∫
dr(∇e∗) · Λ(m)(∇e∗). Indeed, Ψ
(m)
e∗(r) = −∇ · (Λ
(m)∇e∗). We call Ψ(m) a “m”
dissipation potential.
We note that both (9) and (10) and thus also (12) remain to hold also for more general dissipation
potentials Ψ. The properties that guarantee (9), (10), (12) are the following: (i) Ψ(m) is a sufficiently
regular function Ψ(m) : U (m) × U (X) → R; (e(r), X(m)(r)) 7→ Ψ(m)(e,X), with X(m) = ∇e∗, (ii)
Ψ(m)(e(r), 0) = 0; (iii) Ψ(m) as a function of X(m)(r) ∈ U (X) reaches its minimum at 0, and (iv) Ψ(m)
as a function of X(m)(r) ∈ U (X) is a convex function in a neighborhood of 0.
We indeed easily verify that (9) and (10) hold and that
Ψ(m) = 12
∫
dr(∇e∗) · Λ(m)(∇e∗) is a particular case of the dissipation potential satisfying the four
properties of Ψ(m) listed above. The quantity X(m) is called a “m” dissipative thermodynamic force
or just simply a “m” thermodynamic force. We note that X(m) = ∇e∗ can also be written as X(m) =
−∇Φ
(m)
e .
2Lyapunov theory per se is not available in this generality. Although the problem of stability in (nonlinear) partial
differential equations is more complex and requires tailored analysis to a given problem, we propose to consider the
existence of Lyapunov type functional as a strong indication of stability of equilibrium point. This is supported by
extensions of Lyapunov theory to certain classes of partial differential equations [17, 8]
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4. Cattaneo theory: M → ET
In order to extend the range of applicability of the Fourier theory (e.g. to investigations of the heat
conduction in electronic devices) we follow Cattaneo [2] and extend the state space of the Fourier
theory U (m) to a larger state space U (M). The elements of U (M) are the fields e(r), that serve as the
state variables in the Fourier theory, and an additional vector field J(r):
(e(r),J(r)) ∈ U (M) (15)
The physical interpretation of J(r) will be revealed later in this section in the investigation of the
time evolution of (15).
Similarly as in ET or in the Fourier theory, we introduce the M-entropy
s(M) : U (M) → R (16)
and call s(M)(r) = s(M)(e,J ; r) a “M” fundamental thermodynamic relation. Again, keeping the
notation introduced in ET and in the Fourier theory, we introduced the conjugate state variables
e∗ = s
(M)
e(r),J
∗ = s
(M)
J (r)
and the “M” thermodynamic potential Φ(M) = −S(M) + E∗E, where S(M) =∫
drs(M)(e,J ; r), and E =
∫
dre(r).
In the time evolution of the Cattaneo state variables (15), we want first of all to preserve (9) and
(10) but with S(M) replacing S(m). It is easy to verify that in the time evolution governed by
∂
∂t
(
e
Ji
)
=
(
∂i
(
1
(e∗)2J
∗
i
)
1
(e∗)2 ∂i(e
∗)
)
+
(
0
Ψ
(M)
J∗
i
)
(17)
both (9) and (10) with S(M) replacing S(m) remain valid. By Ψ(M) we denote that “M” dissipation
potential satisfying the properties listed in Section 3.2 with the “M” thermodynamic forceX(M) = J∗.
We shall discuss the properties of solutions to (17) below in Section 4.1 and derive (17) in Section 4.2.
4.1. Properties of solutions to Eq.(17)
The energy conservation (9) of the energy E =
∫
dre(r) is manifestly visible in (17). The “M” energy
flux (i.e. the heat flux on the M-level denoted by the symbol Q(M)) is related to the vector field J
(that serves as the extra state variable) by
Q
(M) = −
1
(e∗)2
J∗ (18)
Now we turn to the entropy inequality (10) with s(m) replaced by s(M). We see immediately that
∂s(M)
∂t
= ∂i
(
1
e∗
J∗i
)
+ J∗i Ψ
(M)
J∗i
. The “M” entropy flux, denoted by the symbol S(M), is thus given by
S
(M) = −
1
e∗
J∗ (19)
From (18) and (19) we then see that S(M) = e∗Q(M) which is indeed the classical relation between
the heat flux and the entropy flux.
The “M” entropy production implied by (17) is given by
J∗i Ψ
(M)
J∗
i
> 0 (20)
The inequality sign in (20) is a direct consequence of the four properties of dissipation potentials
listed in Section 3.2. Since both E˙ = 0 and S˙(M) > 0 hold then also the inequality Φ˙(M) < 0 holds.
This inequality then implies (see more in Section 4.1.1) the approach to equilibrium and the “ET ”
fundamental thermodynamic relation implied by the “M” fundamental thermodynamic relation (16).
We note that the “ET ” fundamental thermodynamic relations obtained in Section 3.1 and in this
section are identical if J (ET ) = 0 and [s(M)]J=0 = s
(m).
In order that the Cattaneo equation (17) be regarded as an extension of the Fourier equation (7)
or (14), we have to show that solutions to (7) approximate well asymptotic solutions to (17). If this
were the case then the macroscopic system under investigation can be prepared (by letting the time
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evolution to take its course for a sufficiently long time) for the m-level description. We shall investigate
this question in Section 6.
Now we return to the question of what is the physical interpretation of the vector field J(r) that
serves on the level “M” as the extra state variable. We see from (18) and (19) that J(r) is related to
but it is not the same as either heat flux or the entropy flux. The relation involves the fundamental
thermodynamic relation (16). Another information about the physical interpretation of J(r) will arise
in Section 4.2 where we discuss derivation of (17).
4.1.1. Rigorous derivation of the approach to ET: Open problem. In the context of the Fourier
equations (7) and (14) (considered together with the boundary conditions expressing the absence
of external forces), the entropy production disappears (i.e. Φ˙(m) = −S˙(m) = 0 due to energy con-
servation E˙(m) = 0 and as entropy production corresponds to the whole time derivative of entropy
S(m) due to zero entropy flux) only at the equilibrium sates (i.e. the states at which the thermo-
dynamic potential Φ(m) reaches its minimum). This then makes a strong indication of the approach
to equilibrium via Lyapunov theorem as discussed above. The situation is different in the context
of the Cattaneo equation (17). The entropy production disappears (i.e. Φ˙(M) = −S˙(M) = 0 again
due to conservation of total energy and because the system is assumed closed resulting in zero to-
tal entropy flux; finally note that a total entropy production rather than local is considered) on
the manifold {(e,J) ∈ U (M)|J∗ = 0} while the equilibrium states form a smaller submanifold
{(e,J) ∈ U (M)|J∗ = 0, e∗ = E∗}. It is the mutual interaction of the dissipative (governed by the
second term on the right hand side of (17)) and the nondissipative (governed by the first term on
the right hand side of (17)) time evolutions that is expected do drive solutions to the Cattaneo equa-
tion to the equilibrium states. The similar situation arises in the context of the Boltzmann kinetic
equation where the entropy production disappears at the local Maxwell distribution functions and
the equilibrium states are the total Maxwell distribution functions that is a small submanifold of the
manifold formed by the local Maxwell distribution functions. An interesting open problem is to adapt
the rigorous proof [3] of the approach to equilibrium for the Boltzmann equation to the Cattaneo
equation (17).
4.2. Derivation of the Cattaneo equation (17)
Both the Fourier (7) and the Cattaneo (17) time evolution equations have been derived in the previous
sections by investigating their consequences. We have first proposed the equations and then we have
shown that they both generate the time evolution describing the approach to equilibrium at which
the classical equilibrium thermodynamics applies. In addition, in Section 6, we shall also show that
solutions to (17) agree with solutions to (7) provided the parameters entering (17) and the initial
condition are chosen appropriately. Now, we turn to the derivation of (17) that begins with some fun-
damental principles and Eq.(17) arises from an investigation of their consequences. The fundamental
principles can be found either in the very microscopic (atomistic) viewpoint of heat or in some general
considerations about the mathematical structure of mesoscopic theories. We shall now derive (17)
from the principles that have arisen on the latter route.
As argued in [4],[5], [6],[7], the mesoscopic time evolution equations describing the approach to
equilibrium have all a general structure called GENERIC. The vector field generating the mesoscopic
time evolution (i.e. the right hand side of the time evolution equation) is a sum of two parts, one (being
a remnant of the Hamiltonian dynamics of the fundamental particles composing the macroscopic
system under investigation) is Hamiltonian, and the other (driving the system to the thermodynamic
equilibrium) is gradient. We now proceed to recognize the GENERIC structure in (17).
The second term on the right hand side of (17) represents a general gradient dynamics. The
requirement of the GENERIC structure thus does not bring anything new to the second term on
the right hand side of (17). The different situation is however with the first term on the right
hand side of (17). According to GENERIC, this term has to be Hamiltonian with the energy E =∫
dre(r) serving as the generating potential and the entropy S(M) =
∫
drs(M)(r) playing the role
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of the Casimir potential (i.e. a potential that is different from the energy but, as the energy, re-
mains unchanged during the Hamiltonian time evolution). We recall that the Hamiltonian vector
field is a covector field (that is the gradient of the energy E) transformed into a vector field by a
Poisson bivector L. The Poisson bivector is then expressed mathematically in the Poisson bracket
{A,B} =
∫
dr(Ae, AJ )
TL(Be, BJ ), where A and B are real valued and sufficiently regular functions
of (e(r),J(r)), and the vector (Ae, AJ )
T is the transpose of the vector (Ae, AJ ). A bivector L is a
Poisson bivector if the bracket {A,B} is the Poisson bracket (i.e. {A,B} = −{B,A} and the Jacobi
identity {A, {B,C}}+{B, {C,A}}+{C, {A,B}} = 0 holds). With the Poisson bracket {A,B} we can
write the Hamiltonian time evolution as A˙ = {A,E}, ∀A and the Casimir potential C as the potential
for which {A,C} = 0, ∀A.
We now proceed to show that the first term on the right hand side of (17) is Hamiltonian. To
construct a Hamiltonian vector field we need a potential (that has the physical interpretation of the
energy E) and a Poisson bivector L (that has the physical interpretation of kinematics). Having chosen
the state variables (e(r),J(r)), the energy is given by E =
∫
dre(r) (i.e. the gradient of the energy is
(Ee(r), EJ (r)) = (1, 0)). It remains thus to identify the Poisson bivector L expressing kinematics of
the state variables (e(r),J(r)). To find it, we turn to the physical origin of heat.
We begin with seeing the heat as a gas of phonons. Since we require that the entropy S(M) is
the Casimir, it is useful to start the search for kinematics of the state variables (s(M)(r),J(r)) rather
than the state variables (e(r),J(r)). The relation between (e(r),J(r)) and (s(M)(r),J(r)) is given
by J(r) = J(r) and the “M” fundamental thermodynamic relation (16). We shall assume that the
relation between (e(r),J(r)) and (s(M)(r),J(r)) is one-to-one. This assumption restricts the choice
of the “M” fundamental thermodynamic relations. The restriction is in fact a weak version of the local
equilibrium assumption. Indeed, if we interpret e∗(r) as an inverse of the local absolute temperature
then e∗(r) > 0 and the transformation (e(r),J(r))⇄ (s(M)(r),J(r)) is one-to-one.
The Poisson bracket expressing kinematics of (s(M)(r),J(r)), where the field J(r) has the phys-
ical interpretation of the phonon momentum divided by s(M), is given by
{A,B} =
∫
dr(∂kAs(M)BJk − ∂kBs(M)AJk) +
∫
dr
1
s(M)
(∂iJj − ∂jJi)AJiBJj (21)
This has been shown in Section 3.9 of [7]). We then directly verify that the bracket obtained by
transforming the first term on the right hand side of (21) from the state variables (s(M)(r),J(r)) to
the state variables (e(r),J(r)) (we recall that we are assuming that the transformation is one-to-one)
implies (by using A˙ = {A,E}, ∀A) the time evolution governed by (17) (without the second term on
its right hand side). As for the second term on the right hand side of (21), we shall show in Section 6
below that if we limit ourselves to states that are not too far from states at which the time evolution
is governed by the Fourier equation (7) then the second term is negligible, which is also the setting
of the Symmetric Hyperbolic Thermodynamically Compatible (SHTC) equations [22], [23], developed
by the Godunov school of thermodynamics.
Summing up, we have shown that (17) possesses GENERIC structure, with the vector field J(r)
having the physical interpretation of the phonon momentum divided by entropy, provided we limit our
investigation to the stage in the time evolution in which solutions to the Fourier equation (7) provide
a good approximation to solutions to the Cattaneo equation (17).
An alternative investigation of the kinematics of (e(r),J(r)) can be based on the analogy be-
tween the time evolution of the mass density and the mass flux and the time evolution of the energy
density and the energy flux. This analogy has already been noted and exploited in three different and
apparently independent investigations. In [9], it was an attempt to develop a Lagrangian formulation
of the Cattaneo hydrodynamics, in [10], it was the formulation of the thermo-mass viewpoint of heat,
and in [12], it was an investigation of the Grad hierarchy (the distinction made between the material
F-fields and the caloric G-fields). In this paper we mention only some results. Instead of starting with
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the Poisson bracket (21), we start with the standard mass-momentum Poisson bracket [13], [7]
{A,B} =
∫
dr
[
Jˆi
(
∂j(AJˆi)BJˆj − ∂j(BJˆi)AJˆj
)
+s(M)
(
∂i(As(M))BJˆi − ∂i(Bs(M))AJˆi
)]
(22)
where the field s(M) replaces the mass density and Jˆ the momentum density related to the above
vector field J through Jˆ = s(M)J . Brackets (22) and (21) are equivalent (being transformation of
each other).
5. M → m
The Fourier theory represented by (7), (13), and (14) addresses systems that are allowed to approach
equilibrium. We can however also include into the Fourier theory systems that, due to the presence of
external and internal constraints, are prevented from approaching equilibrium and thus from preparing
them for ET level of description. We shall denote the external and internal influences preventing the
approach to ET by the symbol P . If we still limit ourselves only to the processes that preserve the
energy, the equation replacing (7) and (13) will take the form
∂e
∂t
= −∂i(Ji) (23)
where the energy flux J remains unspecified. Its specification (as a function of e(r) and the external
and internal constraints P) will be called (in accordance with the established terminology) Constitutive
Relation or in an abbreviated form CR.
We now assume that a comparison of results of experimental observations with solutions to
Eq.(23) (that is equipped with an appropriate Constitutive Relation J = J CR(e,P) shows an agree-
ment. This then means that any other, more microscopic (i.e. more detailed) and well established,
description has to show an approach to (23).
The next question is of which more microscopic theory (more microscopic level M) we choose.
In the illustration discussed in this paper we choose a theory in which a flux Υ(r) plays the role of
the state variable. The relation between J and Υ will be clarified later.
The simplest time evolution equation for Υ describing the approach to J CR as t→∞ is then a
direct adaptation of the Fourier equation (13) to the state variable Υ:
∂Υi
∂t
= −Λ
(Mm)
ik Φ
(Mm)
Υi
(24)
where
Φ(Mm)(Υ;J CR) = −S(Mm)(Υ) + J CRj Υj (25)
is an “Mm” thermodynamic potential, Λ(Mm) is a positive definite operator, and S(Mm) is the entropy
associated with the M → m time evolution (we call it, in accordance with the terminology used in
the previous sections, an “Mm” entropy). Indeed, Φ˙(Mm) = −
∫
drΦ
(Mm)
Υi
Λ
(Mm)
ik Φ
(Mm)
Υk
< 0, and the
Lyapunov theory suggests the approach to J CR, the assumed equilibrium of evolution (24), as t→∞.
In order to emphasize the difference between the Fourier and the Cattaneo theories discussed in
the previous sections (all addressing the approach to ET), we use the symbols J and Υ instead of J
to denote the fluxes and “†” instead of “∗” to denote the conjugate variables (i.e. Υ† = S
(Mm)
Υ ).
It is advantageous to recapitulate dynamic reduction between levels of description [7]. Dynamic
reduction is used mainly to obtain MaxEnt value of direct variables while the conjugate variables are
considered independent and their values corresponding to MaxEnt values of direct variables are not
used. The reason is that the exact MaxEnt manifold corresponding to MaxEnt values of both direct and
conjugate variables is not invariant to the reduced evolution because the reduced dynamics is typically
dragging the evolution away from the MaxEnt manifold (the vector field is “sticking out” from the
exact MaxEnt manifold). The suggested remedy of this issue is that the direct variables attain their
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MaxEnt values while the conjugate variables are corrected so that the reduced manifold is invariant
to the vector field determining the reduced dynamics. This entails a change in the direct-conjugate
variables relation from the reducing dynamics but which can be finally corrected by adaptation of
entropy on the reduced level. Therefore in direct variables the evolution stays on the MaxEnt manifold
and only in the extended contact geometry where both direct and conjugate variables are considered
independent this is not so. The correction of entropy/energy then allows to return exactly to the
MaxEnt manifold even in the contact geometry setting.
Since it is the conjugate Υ† that approaches the Constitutive Relation J CR(e,P) (direct variables
attain their determined values during reduction, the MaxEnt values, while conjugate variables are used
for assuring that the reduced evolution lives on the reduced MaxEnt manifold in direct variables), the
energy flux J introduced in (23) is related to the flux Υ introduced in (24) by J = Υ†.
The fundamental thermodynamic relation on the level “m” implied by the fundamental thermo-
dynamic relation S(Mm) = S(Mm)(Υ) is Σ(m) = Σ(m)(e,P), where
Σ(m)(e,P) = [S∗(Mm)(Υ†)]Υ†=JCR(e,P), (26a)
S∗(Mm)(Υ†) = Φ(Mm)(Υ(m)(e,Υ†),Υ†), (26b)
and Υ(m)(e,Υ†) is the state variable Υ approached as t → ∞, i.e the state variable Υ for which
the “Mm” thermodynamic potential Φ(Mm) reaches its minimum. Hence Υ(m)(e,Υ†) is a solution
to Φ
(Mm)
Υ = 0. The symbol Σ
(m) was introduced to denote [S∗(Mm)]Υ†=JCR(e,P) in order to simplify
the notation and also in order to emphasize the difference between the two entropies S(m)(e) and
Σ(m)(e,P). Additionally, the notation (starred entropies and fundamental thermodynamic potentials)
is in accordance with the notation from earlier general discussion of reduction and extensions [19].
Both are “m” level entropies but they have very different origins. The former, the m-entropy S(m),
arises in the analysis of the passagem→ ET and the latter Σ(m), that we shall call a CRm-entropy, in
the analysis of the passageM → m. The former is a potential driving the m→ ET time evolution, the
latter is a potential that arises when the time evolution M → m has been completed. In the presence
of the external and internal influences P preventing the approach to ET only the CRm-entropy Σ(m)
is present on the level “m”. In the case when the approach to ET is allowed, both the m-entropy S(m)
and the CRm-entropy Σ(m). are present. Their relation is investigated in the next section.
6. M → m → ET
In this section we consider systems that are not prevented to reach the level “ET ”. We also assume
that comparison of results of experimental observations with solutions to both the Fourier and the
Cattaneo theories shows an agreement. Our objective is to prove that in such case solutions to the
Fourier equation approximate well asymptotic solutions to the Cattaneo equations.
In order to analyze asymptotic solutions to (17) we note its formal similarity to the Hamilton
equations in particle mechanics. The first equation corresponds to r˙ = p∗, and the second to p˙ =
−r∗ − λp∗, where r is the position vector, p the momentum, (r∗, p∗) are the conjugate variables, and
λp∗, λ > 0 represents the friction. In this context, we know that if the mass m of the particle (that is
involved in the relation between p and p∗) is sufficiently small and λ (that is involved in the friction)
is sufficiently large then the p evolves faster than r. After some time, p settles at (or at the vicinity
of) the quasi-equilibrium manifold determined by r∗−λp∗ = 0. The time evolution then continues on
the quasi-equilibrium manifold and is governed by the inertialess dynamics r˙ = − 1
λ
r∗.
Analogically in the context of (17), with an appropriate choice of s(M) (determining the relation
between the variables and their conjugates) and Ψ(M) (determining the dissipation), J evolves in time
faster than e and consequently, at the later stage of the time evolution, both ∂J/∂t and J are small
so that the second equation in (17) reduces to
1
(e∗)2
∂i(e
∗) + Ψ
(M)
J∗
i
= 0 (27)
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We note that with the same choice of s(M) and Ψ(M) and at the same stage of the time evolution, the
second term on the right hand side of (21) will be smaller than the first term. Indeed, the governing
equations implied by Poisson bracket (21) are
∂
∂t
(
e
Ji
)
=
(
∂i
(
1
(e∗)2J
∗
i
)
1
(e∗)2 ∂i(e
∗)
)
−
1
s(M)
(∂iJj − ∂jJi)


(
J∗i
e∗
)2
J∗i
e∗

 +
(
0
Ψ
(M)
J∗
i
)
where the boxed terms are contributions from the second term of the Poisson bracket. One can see
that near the Fourier manifold, where Ji ≪ 1 these terms are subleading to the other terms justifying
their omission above. In the one-dimensional setting, moreover, the terms are equal to zero exactly.
Similarly, time evolution of the flux J near the Fourier manifold is well approximated by the algebraic
constraint (27).
Summing up, the above considerations imply that (with an appropriate choice of s(M) and Ψ(M)
and limiting ourselves only the later stage of the time evolution) the time evolution governed by (17)
proceeds in two stages.
In the first (fast) stage the state variables approach the vicinity of the quasi-equilibrium manifold
determined by (27). The time evolution in this stage (describing the approach M → m) is governed
by (24) with Υ = J∗, the Constitutive Relation J CRi = −
1
(e∗)2 ∂ie
∗, and
S(Mm) = Ψ(M). (28)
Indeed, the fast (reducing) evolution equation then reads
J˙∗i =
∂δs(M)/δJi
∂t
=
δ2s
δJiδJj
J˙j = s
(M)
JiJj
δ
δJj
(
Ψ(M) +
∫
dr
(
1
(e∗)2
∂ie
∗
)
J∗i
)
= (29)
while J˙∗i = Υ˙i = −Λ
(Mm)
ij Φ
(Mm)
J∗
j
and where Λ
(Mm)
ij = −s
(M)
JiJj
is a symmetric positive definite operator
(due to concavity of entropy). Therefore
Φ(Mm) = −Ψ(M) +
∫
dr
(
−
1
(e∗)2
∂ie
∗
)
J∗i (30)
plays the role of thermodynamic potential.
In the second stage the time evolution is governed by (14) with
Ψ(m) =
[
Ψ∗(M)(X(M))
]
X
(M)
i
=− 1
(e∗)2
∂ie∗
, (31)
where Ψ∗(M) is the dissipation potential conjugate to Ψ(M) via Legendre transformation
0 =
δ
δJ∗
(
−Ψ(M) +X(M) · J∗
)
and Ψ∗(M) = −Ψ(M)
(
J∗
(
X(M)
))
+X(M) · J∗
(
X(M)
)
.
(32a)
The inverse transformation reads
0 =
δ
δX(M)
(
−Ψ∗(M) +X(M) · J∗
)
and Ψ(M) = −Ψ∗(M)
(
X(M)(J∗)
)
+X(M)(J∗) · J∗.
(32b)
For instance, if Ψ(M) =
∫
dr12λJ
∗ · J∗, then Ψ∗(M) =
∫
dr12
1
λ
X(M) ·X(M) and
Ψ(m) =
∫
dr
1
2λ(e∗)4
(∇e∗)2. (33)
Indeed, solutions to (27) are
J∗i =
[
Ψ
∗(M)
X
(M)
i
]
X
(M)
i
=− 1
(e∗)2
∂ie∗
. (34)
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Evolution equation for energy density in Eq. (17) becomes
∂te = ∂i
(
1
(e∗)2
Ψ
∗(M)
X
(M)
i
∣∣∣
X(M)=∇ 1
e∗
)
, (35)
and hence energy conservation is guaranteed.
Particularly interesting and important is the finding that the Mm-entropy S(Mm) that arises in
the analysis of the passage M → m, becomes directly related to the “m” dissipation potential Ψ(m)
that arises in the analysis of the passage m → ET . The relation is given by (28) and (31). In other
words, in systems that are not prevented from reaching equilibrium, the entropy that arises in the
investigation of the passage M → m is a quantity directly related to the production of the entropy
that arises in the investigation of the passage m→ ET .
In particular, in the situation at which the second equation in (17) reduces to its equilibrium
form (27) we also replace the s
(M)
e with s
(m)
e (i.e. e∗ on the “M” level is the same as e∗ on the “m”
level) in accordance with MaxEnt reduction [19]. From (34) we then get
S˙(m) = 〈Υ,X〉 =
∫
dr
[
X
(M)
i Ψ
∗(M)
X
(M)
i
]
X(M)=∇ 1
e∗
> 0
and hence the entropy inequality is satisfied. Only the entropy production on m-level is the above
expression instead of
∫
dre∗Ψ
(m)
e∗ both of which are positive. As a result the relation between the
Mm-entropy and “m” dissipation potential is more complicated.
7. Extended Cattaneo level
It was shown for instance in [1] that good agreement with experiments is obtained when working with
not only the J field (Cattaneo M level), but also with an additional tensor field Q coupled to the J
field. Let us now show how to derive the equations using CR-thermodynamics.
A natural CR-extension of the Cattaneo M -level is the EC (extended Cattaneo) level with state
variables (s,J ,Q). The Poisson bracket is an extension of bracket (21) (disregarding the higher order
terms in that bracket as above),
{A,B} =
∫
dr (∂kAs(M)BJk − ∂kBs(M)AJk) +
∫
dr
(
∂jAJiBQij − ∂jBJiAQij
)
. (36)
The reversible evolution equations implied by Poisson bracket (36) are
∂ts = −∂iEJi (37a)
∂tJi = −∂iEs − ∂jEQij (37b)
∂tQij = −∂jEJi . (37c)
Transformation from this energetic representation to the entropic representation turns the evolution
equations to
∂e
∂t
= ∂i
(
1
(e∗)2
J∗i
)
(38a)
∂Ji
∂t
=
1
(e∗)2
∂i(e
∗) + ∂j
Q∗ij
e∗
(38b)
∂Qij
∂t
= ∂j
J∗i
e∗
, (38c)
where the conjugate variables e∗, J∗ and Q∗ can be interpreted as derivatives of a S(EC) entropy
living on the EC level. This is the reversible evolution of state variables (e,J ,Q).
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Dissipation is included through a dissipation potential on the EC level Ψ(EC)(J∗,Q∗), and the
evolution equations become
∂e
∂t
= ∂i
(
1
(e∗)2
J∗i
)
(39a)
∂Ji
∂t
=
1
(e∗)2
∂i(e
∗) + ∂j
Q∗ij
e∗
+Ψ
(EC)
J∗
i
(39b)
∂Qij
∂t
= ∂j
J∗i
e∗
+Ψ
(EC)
Q∗
ij
. (39c)
The choice
Ψ(EC)(J∗,Q∗) =
∫
dr
1
2
λ(J∗)2 +
∫
dr
1
2
αQ∗ijQ
∗
ij (40)
makes the evolution equations explicit (up to the specification of entropy),
∂e
∂t
= ∂i
(
1
(e∗)2
J∗i
)
(41a)
∂Ji
∂t
=
1
(e∗)2
∂i(e
∗) + ∂j
Q∗ij
e∗
+ λJ∗i (41b)
∂Qij
∂t
= ∂j
J∗i
e∗
+ αQ∗ij . (41c)
These equations are compatible with equations (16) of paper [1].
The evolution equation for the Q field in Eqs. (41) can be seen as the reducing evolution when
assuming fast relaxation of Q and leading (after the relaxation) to equation
0 = ∂j
J∗i
e∗
+ αQ∗ij , (42)
which is a constitutive relation for Q∗ in the evolution equation for J . After plugging this constitutive
relation into the evolution equation for J we obtain
∂e
∂t
= ∂i
(
1
(e∗)2
J∗i
)
(43a)
∂Ji
∂t
=
1
(e∗)2
∂i(e
∗)− ∂j
(
1
αe∗
∂j
J∗i
e∗
)
+ λJ∗i , (43b)
which can be interpreted as the Guyer-Krumhansl equations, see e.g. [20, 21].
In summary, an another extension of the Cattaneo level by adding an extra tensor field Q leads
to a nonlinear generalization of equations that have been shown in good agreement with flash exper-
imental data. By reduction of the fast evolution we obtain a generalization of the Guyer-Krumhansl
equations.
8. Discussion
Emergence of various entropies in the analysis of the time evolution of both externally unforced and
driven systems has already been discussed in [16], [18]. In this paper we have worked out a simple
illustration. A systematic investigation of relations among the heat conduction theories formulated on
three levels, namely the equilibrium “ET ”, the Fourier “m”, and the Cattaneo “M” levels, led us to
seven entropies, three on “ET ”, two on “m” and two on “M” levels.
ET-entropies
The first ET-entropy, introduced in (4), arises as a result of experimental observations (listed
in Thermodynamic Tables). The second and the third ET-entropies arise in Sections 3 and 4 in the
analysis of solutions to the Fourier and the Cattaneo heat conduction equations. Their origin is thus
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dynamical. It is the process that is needed to prepare the systems to the ET-level that is giving rise
to the ET-entropies.
m-entropies; the main result
The first m-entropy arises in Section 3 as a potential generating the preparation process for
using the equilibrium level of description. This entropy therefore does not exist if the system under
consideration is prevented from reaching the thermodynamic equilibrium. The second m-entropy, that
arises in Section 5 in the analysis of the passage from the Cattaneo to the Fourier description of
the heat conduction, however exists also in the presence of external forces and external and internal
constraints preventing the approach to the thermodynamic equilibrium. The second m-entropy thus
provides thermodynamics also to systems for which the classical equilibrium thermodynamics does
not exist. If the approach to equilibrium is permitted then both m-entropies exist and the latter
(i,e, the one associated with the passage M → m) turns out to be production of the former (i,e,
the one associated with the passage m → ET ). The m-entropy that arises in the passage M → m
can be therefore called an entropy production but such terminology is confusing since such entropy
production does not have to be production of any entropy (as it is indeed the case when the approach
to equilibrium does not exist and thus the classical entropy does not exist). We therefore suggest to
call the entropy that arises in the analysis of M → m a CR-entropy, i.e. the entropy determining
the Constitutive Relations. The realization that the classical entropies and the CR-entropies have
very different origins brings also a clarification to discussions about the maximum-entropy and the
maximum-entropy-production principles (for example in their use in determining the constitutive re-
lations in fluid mechanics of complex fluids [14], [15]).
M-entropies
There are two M-entropies, one arising in the analysis of M → ET and the other in the analysis
ofM → m. We note that the transformation of the M-entropy corresponding to the passageM → ET
to the resulting ET-entropy, that is made by following the time evolution on the level “M” to its con-
clusion is also a reducing Legendre transformation. This is true also for the transformation from the
m-entropy to the corresponding to it ET-entropy in the analysis of m→ ET and the transformation
from the Mm-entropy to the m-entropy in the passage M → m.
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